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Abstract
The research with the title “How the implementation of Facebook wall contributes to
the

foster of meaningful learning in the cabildo Muisca? Was carried out with the

qualitative method in the Cabildo Muisca of Cota (Cundinamarca) in 2016 due to the
evidenced lack of visual aids to achieve a good development in the Muisca simbology
classes. The research had as goal represent through GIF the symbols with most importance
to the community, these symbols were implemented in the Muisca’s simbology classes in
order to determine if the ICT (Facebook wall called “Simbologia Mhuysqa”) call enough
the student’s and teachers’ attention to work them in a specific context, in this case, an
indigenous context. The purpose was to describe the way to find out if the source was
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worthy pertinent as a tool to reinforce the meaningful learning during the classes, due to
this, the GIF have been working as a feedback material with the purpose to allow the
students and teachers to have an easy access to them after the classes. The outcomes show a
positive impact because they encourage a meaningful learning that is evidenced in the
symbols remembrance with their corresponding spiritual connotation within the population,
in this way it is an open door to foster future researches that allow think beyond in the
pedagogical material creation with specific needs in order to empower the community to
teach by themselves.
Key words: Simbology, Meaningful learning, GIFs and Feedback
Resumen
La investigación con el título “How the implementation of a Facebook wall contributes to
the foster of meaningful learning of Muisca simbology in the cabildo Muisca?” Fue llevada
a cabo con el método cualitavo en el Cabildo Muisca de Cota (Cundinamarca) en 2016 a
causa de la falta de material visual para el buen desarrollo de la clase de simbología Muisca
que se evidencio. La investigación tuvo como finalidad representar por medio de GIF los
símbolos de mayor importancia para la comunidad, estos símbolos fueron implementados
en los cursos de simbología Muisca con el objetivo de determinar si las TIC (muro en
Facebook llamado “simbologia mhuysqa”) llaman lo suficientemente la atención de los
estudiantes y profesores del Cabildo para trabajarlos en un contexto específico, en este
caso, un contexto indígena. La idea fue describir la manera de averiguar si la fuente fue
pertinente como una herramienta para reforzar el aprendizaje significativo durante las
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clases, debido a esto, los GIF han estado funcionando como un material de
retroalimentación con la intención de permitir que los estudiantes y el profesor tengan un
fácil acceso a ellos después de las clases. Los resultados muestran un impacto positivo ya
que fomentan un aprendizaje significativo que se evidencia en la recordación de los
símbolos y su respectiva connotación espiritual dentro de la población, de esta manera se
abre una puerta a futuras investigaciones que permitan pensar profundamente en la creación
de material pedagógico con necesidades específicas a fin de empoderar a la comunidad para
que pueda enseñar por sí misma.
Palabras claves: Simbología. Aprendizaje significativo, GIF and Feedback

Résumé
Résumé
La recherche avec le titre How the implementation of Facebook wall contributes to the
Foster the meaningful learning of Muisca symbology in the Cabildo Muisca? a été réalisée
avec la méthode d'investigation qualitatif dans le Cabildo Muisca à Cota (Cundinamarca)
en 2016 en raison du manque de matériel visuel pour le bon développement de la classe de
symbologie Muisca qu'il était évident. La recherche visait à représenter par GIF des
symboles de plus grande importance à la communauté. Ces symboles ont été mis en œuvre
dans les cours de symbologie Muisca afin de déterminer si les TIC (mur en Facebook
appelé «simbologia mhuysqa) en attirant l'attention des élèves et des enseignants du
Cabildo afin du travailler les GIF dans un contexte particulier, dans ce cas, un contexte
indigène. L'idée était de décrire comment savoir si la source était pertinente comme un outil
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pour améliorer l'apprentissage significatif dans la classe, à cause de cela, les GIF ont été
marché comme matériel de rétroalimentation destiné à permettre aux étudiants et
enseignants avoir un accès facile aux symboles après des classes. Les résultats montrent un
impact positif en favorisant un apprentissage significatif qui se manifeste en souvenir des
symboles et leur connotation spirituelle respective au sein de la population, donc on ouvre
une porte aux future recherche qui permettant réfléchir profondément sur la création de
matériel pédagogique avec besoins spécifique habiliter la communauté d'être capable
d'enseigner par lui-même
Mot clés : symbolique, apprentissage significatif, GIF, rétro-alimentation

Introduction
Research interest
This article is the research result about Muisca’s symbol’s GIF’s implementation that
was carried out because of the lack of visual aids in the community, this research was
implemented in the Muisca’s language courses (simbology lessons) given at Cabildo
Muisca of Cota (Cundinamarca). In this research work we describe their methodologies to
teach in order to determine if the simbology classes had had a remembrance in the students.
Our implementations were focused in the Muisca’s simbology courses where we
implemented an ICT strategy in order to reinforce the symbols seen in classes, here fits to
say that the idea was not to give simbology lessons, but provide a feedback material to
study after the classes in order to analyze its impact and how it could affect in a positive or
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negative way the community to reach a meaningful learning. That is why this research was
developed by following the qualitative approach and the action research study.

Statement of the Problem
Making part of the student’s body, we identified one problematic at Muisca’s simbology
lessons, it was about remembrance what means specifically that the lessons had no long
remembrance at the students and it was the why the students did not achieve a meaningful
learning. We could evidence this when the teacher tried to make the students remember the
previous symbols lessons and they could not remember how to draw the symbols, give their
meaning or say what they were about, going through the observations we found that there
were three main causes, on one hand the simbology lessons at the classes always were for
beginners, which made the classes repetitive this fact was due to the student’s irregular
attendance ,on the other hand we found there was a lack of feedback material in order to
practice at home what the students had seen at the class and finally, because the teacher
who was indigenous used to teach in the way they had learnt or how their parents had
taught him simbology , this is not a wrong fact but the situation was that students were not
indigenous, they were citizens therefore they were not in the Cabildo often what
represented a hindrance to be more awareness of the Muisca’s symbols.
Research question and objectives
Due to the previous explanation, the project tents to find out how the implementation of
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a Facebook wall contributes to the foster of meaningful learning of Muisca simbology in
the Cabildo Muisca? In order to answer this question, the research work looked for reach
the following objectives:
Describe the way to find out if the source is worthy pertinent as a tool to reinforce the
learned in Muisca’s simbology classes.
Determine if Facebook wall source is appealing enough to work with this specific context.
Justification
We chose this community to develop our research because on one hand we were
attending to the Muisca’s classes since first semester in 2012 and there we were
increasingly more interested in learn more about its culture and also to help them to create
new strategies to teach about their own culture on other hand because there we found the
importance to come back to our roots and as language students start to know more about the
native languages that Colombia has, in this case we chose Muisca because it is the closest
to our context and because this community is very interested in promote its culture and its
importance to our current society.
Finally, because the community always showed its interest in make part of this process,
they trust in our intentions and capacities as Language students of La Salle to put in
practice our knowledge and share our ideas with them due to this fact they were supporting
and guiding the process in order to reach a good strategy, a good material with the correct
information and the most important, with the best intentions. this fact in our way to think is
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worthy enough to be encouraged to carry out a good research that give them a good result
in terms of the material creation and the strategy to implement with the students, besides
and not less important because it represents an open door to still working in new research
and cultural projects to help them emerge.
Theoretical framework
This chapter is going to identify the main constructs of this research taking into
account the research question “How the implementation of a Facebook wall contributes to
the foster of meaningful learning of Muisca simbology in the Cabildo Muisca?” and the
following objectives “Describe the way to find out if the source is worthy pertinent as a
tool to reinforce the learned in Muisca simbology classes” and “Determine if Facebook wall
source is appealing enough to work with this specific context”, after a carefully review the
following concepts were chosen as the main constructs: simbology, meaningful learning,
feedback and finally ICT’s implementation.
Simbology
Simbology is a phenomenon that facilitates the explanation of reasons for a specific
context linking what is human to the spiritual. This is relevant in a universal context
because symbols give interpretation to the mental evolution and are a balancing synthesis in
any mental process. Taking into account that symbols are an important linguistic extension
of thinking determined by real structures, they disclose real aspects to defying the
knowledge and the communication. (Arango, 1995; Rubio, 2005)
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According to the previous statement we could infer that the symbols and simbology are
the base of knowing and interpreting every language. Even in the Muisca culture simbology
is the most important axe in order to understand and comprehend the lexical base of their
language, it comes up to be the way in which they represent their customs, history,
behaviors, gods and so on.
We consider this concept is really useful because it gives us ideas about the importance of
symbols in the cultures and let us go beyond that simply grammar or linguistic aspects,
going through simbology teach us how a language may be so important in a spiritual field.

Meaningful learning
Meaningful learning is a process that has a relation between new information and the
previous knowledge, giving importance to the student’s cognitive structure making it
significant for students without the idea to memorize data from an exam or a text. (Ausubel,
1963)
Meaningful learning is the same that storage data in brain, it is the way in what Ausubel
sums up meaningful learning; according to him it is the new data assimilation that can be
influenced by a specific structure about a specific knowledge that students already have in
their cognitive structure. To implement meaningful learning is necessary to do a diagnostic
to the student about the previous knowledge that he/she has around a topic to then link it
with new information in order to verify if the deal with the new information achieve a
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meaningful learning, in which the student is going to be able to explain or describe by
himself the topic that has been introduced. (Ausubel, 1963)
A clear understanding about the topic already learnt is the most important element in
meaningful learning. When this theory is not employed, the activity is based in a
memorization process what means that there is minimum interaction between the new data
and the previous one. (Pozo, 1973)
Nowadays, meaningful learning has big importance in the classrooms because it is one
of the main axes in the student’s learning process and in this way it can be assured that
students will not memorize and then forget what they have already seen, but they will be
able to analyse and then enhance what they know with the real context they live to learn.
Meaningful learning is important for our research interest because it is the way to
measure if the ICT strategy is worthy pertinent to work in that specific context and also it
gives us the notion in which we can focus our thoughts and efforts to address teaching
practices in order to implement a good strategy to gather relevant data, to determine if the
implemented strategy has an impact in the learning process and finally, if it could empower
the community in certain way to teach by their own.
Feedback
“Feedback is conceptualized as information provided by an agent (e.g., teacher, peer,
book, parent, self, experience) regarding aspects of one’s performance or understanding. A
teacher or parent can provide corrective information, a peer can provide an alternative
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strategy, a book can provide information to clarify ideas, a parent can provide
encouragement, and a learner can look up the answer to evaluate the correctness of a
response. Feedback thus is a “consequence” of performance”. (Hattie & Timperley, 2011,
pag. 81) according to this information it is important in the process because it provides to
the student a mental process in which he will achieve be awareness about what he knows
and what he does not to finally arrive to the auto- correction process in which he will
determine what has he learnt through the process.
The Ramos’ article “el pensamiento de los aprendientes en torno a como se aprende una
lengua, dimensiones individuales y culturales” showed that thirty nine students who was
learning English as L2 realize that the feedback was a strong central point of their thinking
to learn another language and also they realize it helps them to achieve be more
autodidacts, it mean the feedback encourages the students to have more independence to
study by themselves , reading at home, producing and reading what they have written
to corrected it , to then receive teacher’s opinion about its work, feedback provides a
sensation of trust to show own knowledge about a specific topic (Ramos, 2007)
The Garello’s study allows us understand the feedback as the tool that gives the
students the sensation of their own efficacy, besides the major part of the students feel in
certain way that they are ready to share what they have learnt with their teachers and
partners in a natural way, It is important that in the process of teaching a second language
be provided a feedback material to encourage the students to learn and understand better
through the practice or auto-regulation (Garello, 2012)
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Relating this construct to our research it could be said that it is linked because we want
to create a feedback material (GIF) to the Muisca’s students body in order to they reach a
meaningful learning of the Muisca’s simbology by watching the GIF uploaded on the
Facebook wall (Simbologia Mhuysqa), it means to provide them a useful tool to study by
themselves, improve and correct the knowledge that they have already receive in the
lessons given at the Cabildo.
ICT implementation
ICT (information and communications technology - or technologies) is an umbrella
term that includes any communication device or application, encompassing: radio,
television, cellular phones, computer and network hardware and software, satellite systems
and so on, as well as the various services and applications associated with them, such as
videoconferencing and distance learning. ICT’s are often spoken of in a particular context,
such as ICTs in education, health care, or libraries. The term is somewhat more common
outside of the United States.
According to the first research made by students of the Libertadores University in
which makes reference to the uses and customs of identity of ICT’s Implementation and
diffusion of the Pijao’s community in the fifth grades at the Institución Educativa Técnica
Anchique Sede Divino Niño. Through the use of technology and virtual tools with the aim
of agglomerate the ICT use in the indigenous communities to diffuse their cultural heritage
in a trustily way.
The conclusion demonstrated that in this research work the researchers had to give
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some classes of ICT’s uses to the students at the beginning of the process in order to make
them start to upload real information by their own , when they achieved it (after a longer
work) , the students started to help themselves as community by uploading information
about language teaching, beliefs and costume; it generated a big impact because the
diffusion helped the viewers to know more about current indigenous context and started to
create an interest in the citizens to learn about them, finally, the process allowed them be a
more intercultural community guided by the inclusive process that the researchers
developed. ( Gupendo, 2015), (P.65)
ICT plays an important role at the Cabildo because through this media we hope upload
all the information with the purpose to give to students a feedback material that be useful
to their auto-study and contribute in a positive manner to the rebirth process of the
Muisca’s community at Cota.
Research Design
The qualitative paradigm is one of the most important social tools by giving a real
perspective about one specific phenomena lived in a defined population; additionally, it
gives the opportunity to research, analyze, change, and improve a problematic situation
lived in the context. (Cohen, 2013).
We chose this approach because of the opportunities let us to carry out a cooperative
work in the Cabildo with the GIF implementation.

We are interested in solving a

problematic factor faced in the Cabildo Muisca by the cooperative work, taking into
account our self and students’ knowledge by implementing a Facebook wall (Simbologia
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Mhuysqa) in which we are going to upload visual aids (GIF) to reinforce the Muisca’s
simbology lessons.
Type of study
This study follows an action research study because this methodology lets us research
about the process of teaching and learning to improve and solve learning practices and
problematic factors in the classroom. Moreover, because the method allows the research
take a natural conduct in the educational setting and Action research gives to the researcher
the opportunity to play an active role to modify and improve one specific situation in any
part of educational or cultural population. (Mills, 2014)
In relation to our research interest this method lets the researchers observe and identify
the problematic factor taking into account the teachers’ and students’ knowledge, behavior
and context. Is going to be implemented a Facebook wall in where GIF will be upload; this
fact according to Cohen, (2013) achieves the purpose to give them a helpful material in
order to analyze, change, and improve a problematic situation lived in the context.
Research process
Setting/context.
This action research is going to be carried out in the Muisca’s community lied in
Cota, Cundinamarca, because in that place there is language learning process in where there
is a base group to take Muisca’s language lessons, there is a wide intercultural kind of
students in the Cabildo because some of them belongs to Cota and most of them are
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citizens.
Participants.
The participants to this research were for about ten (10) to fifteen (15) people (not
constants) it means ten was the minimum and fifteen the maximum amount of students
attending to the classes, normally five (5) women and ten (10) men in an age rate between
seventeen (17) to thirty eight (38) years old, the two teachers and the governor.
The students because they had a previous knowledge about the language, the governor
(Gregory) because he was the person who guided the process in terms of teaching us the
most important material to create, upload and share in the Facebook wall, the teachers
(Sandra) and (Alfonso) because they are going to observe some possible changes during the
process.
Data collection
The data collection techniques are the tool to respond, or clarify the research question in
a research work; it defines the way to proceed in a research to extract the most important
data to give an answer to the research question; based on a situation or context determinate
to find the problematic fact and demonstrate it with evidences. (Rodriguez 2005)
In this case, the research follows as a type of study an action research because we were
interested in set a change in the community to observe and gather data. As research
techniques to collect the data information were chosen at first the assessment, then
interviews, and finally the observation direct and non-participant.
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Data Collection Instruments.
In a research the objectives have as purpose analyze some specific situation in specific
contexts; to evaluate if the answer to the question is worthy pertinent is important to know
what are going to be the techniques and their corresponding instruments to gather the data
(Moreno, 1992)
Assessment
The assessment is legitimate in an educational process because it looks for achieving
that the students be able to show what they have learned in an academicals process; it
means; the main objective of assessment is that the teacher can have a student’s sequences
in their education process. The assessment contributes also to the optimal development
about the student’s process because it allows evaluating the teaching process. (Ministerio
de Educación Nacional, 1994)
In our research is important to evaluate the students at the beginning and at the end in
order to know what their previous knowledge are and what were their advances or
weaknesses going through the research.
Pre-test and posts-test
The pre-test was the first step to follow in an evaluating process to achieve make a
probe about the knowledge that the students have around a special topic to identify the
mistake, the flaws and other academics problem to do before the explanation about this
specific problematic.
The second step was the explanation about the topic or the problematic, it means that
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the teacher or the research need to teach to the students, the methods, the key or other
information about a specific topic that allow the students to learn.
The post-test was the third step; this is also an evaluative process that allow assess what
the students meaningful learning was. This instrument allows the teacher or the research to
know if their strategies were successful or not. (Bonate, 2000)

Pre-test and posts-test evidences
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● Interviews
The interview is an instrument of data collection that have an order that allow understand
the others people's point of view, information, experiences, behaviors, etc. this instrument
is focused to the research purpose and it is divided on three possible ways: structured, semi
structured unstructured. It was implemented semi structured interviews to give answer to
our research question. (Burns, 1999)
We divided the interviews in two times, at the beginning of the implementation and at
the end of it, the interviews had eleven (10) open questions implemented in two different
groups: the students and the Cota governor, at the end of the implementation we wanted to
ask to the groups some aspects about the implementation in order to take into account what
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were their advices, points of view and conclusions about the process.
In this way we realize the students had the necessity to have much more material in
which they could study in order to achieve that, the interviews were usefull because they
gave us some notions to create the web page. It helped us to contribute in the Cabildo and
in the student’s process. Then we applied the last interviews and in that way we could
evidence the importance of the web page, because we were knowing the student’s and
teacher’s opinion.
Observation.
Journal (field notes)
Journal is a research instrument to documenting observational notes in a research
process to gather data. It can be implemented before, during, or after the observation
implementation, the most important function of journal is write down the thoughts or
descriptions about the context or situation observed. It exists four types of journals: Field
notes, Diaries, classroom/teachers journals and logs.
In our case we chose field notes because it is a tool in which we describe events, this
instrument use to include reports of non-verbal information as physical setting, interactions
groups structures. (Burns, 1999)
This is going to be useful because we will be observing the web page “Simbologia
Mhuysqa “constantly in order to know what has been the impact it has generated in the
students (Sanjek,R 1990)
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FACEBOOK WEB PAGE
Description about how the Facebook wall implementation contributes to the foster of
meaningful learning of Muisca’s simbology in the language courses.
Fecha de carga de GIf: Febrero 08 de 2017
Fecha de cierre de observación: Marzo 08 de 2017
Descripción

El primer
GIF
publicado
fue el
chiminigagu
a este
representa la
creación del
universo.

Comentarios

Positivos
Jeison
Cifuentes Es
claro el orden
que
explica
como fue la
creacion del
universo
,
gracias
por
compartir
Samy
López es muy
creativo como
nos muestran
la historia de
la creación a
partir de lo
musical.

Numero De
Reproducciones

Numero De
Emociones

87 personas
vieron el GIF
publicdo en
nuestra cuenta
de Facebook
en menos de 8
días

6 personas
reaccionaron con
me gusta

Intervenciones De
Personas Que No
Pertenecen Al Cabildo

Negati
vos

Ninguna persona
ajena al cabildo hizo
intervenciones
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Matrix
Pre-test and post-test (annex 1)
RESEARCH
QUESTION

How the
implementati
on of a
Facebook
wall
contributes to
the foster of
meaningful
learning of
Muisca
simbology in
the Cabildo
Muisca?

CATEGORY

1.The
difficult
symbols
remembrance
(pre-test)

2. The easy
symbols
remembrance
from GIF
(post- test)

PATTERNS

Significant and signifier
( Saussure, 1913 )

EVIDENCES

1. Eduardo (Estudiante): Me
acuerdo haberlo visto, pero no
recuerdo todo lo que contiene
Natalia (Estudiante): En este
momento no recuerdo cuales son,
pero sé que es la representación
de hombre.
John (estudiante): No, la verdad
sé que se divide en dos planos, el
espiritual y el corporal, pero no
recuerdo como se empiezan a
dibujar los centros de cada uno.
Me lo han explicado mil veces,
pero es difícil recordarlo.
2. The students remembered the corret
way to draw the symbol and also their
means
annex 3, post-text
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Interviews (annex 2)
RESEARCH
QUESTION

How the
implementati
on of a
Facebook
wall
contributes to
the foster of
meaningful
learning of
Muisca
simbology in
the Cabildo
Muisca?

CATEGORY

3.Process
experiences

PATTERNS

Appropriation of Musica’s
culture.
(Álvarez, N. 2007 )

EVIDENCES

3.Gregory (gobernador): el
proceso que ustedes quieren a bien
para con nosotros, no solo para la
comunidad de Cota sino para con el
pueblo Muisca
John (estudiante) las clases son
muy buenas, ya que se aprende
mucho sobre esta comunidad. he
aprendido que "chunsua" es la casa
sagrada

4.Implementati
on impact

4. Ángela (vice gobernadora):
apropiarse un poco más de nuestra
cultura, de nuestra simbología
Pedro (estudiante): se vuelve
como una especie de icono,
entonces la persona ve la imagen
asociada con el resultado y pues es
más fácil aprenderlo.
John (estudiante): me parece muy
bueno
ya
que
puedo
retroalimentarme, puedo practicar
desde mi casa
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5. Factors that
restrain the
meaningful
learning in
Muisca
simbology

5. John (estudiante): yo asisto
cada 15 días por cuestiones de
tiempo.
John (estudiante): pues lo único
que medio no me gusta es que las
clases son muy repetitivas.
John (estudiante): mucha gente
como yo, pues por cuestiones de
tiempo no podemos asistir a las
clases.

6. Feedback
opportunities

6.
Gregory (gobernador):
queremos llevar esto a cabo para
generar un fortalecimiento no solo
para nuestro pueblo…. Sino
también para la nación

7. GIFs
remembrances

7. Pedro (estudiante): estos
materiales gráficos son muy buenos
porque
uno
tiene
mucha
recordación...
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● Field notes (Facebook wall comments) (Annex 3)
RESEARCH CATEGORY
PATTERNS
QUESTION
How the
implementatio
n of a
Facebook wall
contributes to
the foster of
meaningful
learning of
Muisca
simbology in
the Cabildo
Muisca?

8. Clarity of
GIF to
understand the
symbols.

Remembrance
(Molina, A)

9. The useful
GIF to
feedback

EVIDENCES

8. Jeison (estudiante) Es claro
el orden que explica cómo fue
la creación del universo…
Samy (estudiante) Es muy
creativo como nos muestran la
historia de la creación a partir
de lo musical Muisca
Eduardo (estudiante)
me
resultó muy útil para recordar
lo que vimos el domingo.
creo que se me había olvidado
Natalia (estudiante) Creo que
cumple con el propósito para
que yo pueda repasar en mi
casa.

Results

To show the results of the research work it needs to be said that we are going to show the
results of each technique and its corresponding instrument, the first one is going to be
Assessment that has as instruments pre-test and post- test, the second one is Interview that
has as instrument semi-structured interviews and the last one is Journal that has as
instrument field notes.
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The assessment that were implemented at the beginning of the process and at the end of it,
showed that at the beginning students were able to remind loosely the symbol meaning and
way to draw it correctly but after of the implementation it means after to upload the GIF in
the Facebook wall they were capable to draw perfect the symbol and explain the entire
meaning.
Interviews implemented at the beginning and at the end of the process showed us that at the
beginning of the process there were highly expectative to carry out the project and have
good results and at the end of the process the solution to our main problematic factor that
was the no remembrance of the classes what means that it was evidenced the remembrance
of the Muisca’s symbols what leads the research to go beyond and solve the student’s
irregular attendance because they were encouraged to learn more and more and finally it
showed us that students came up to achieve a meaningful learning, it was notary because of
the appropriation which they were explaining the meaning of the symbol and even how to
draw it , also by the comments they made about the process and the GIF on the Facebook
wall.
Finally, the Journal showed us that during the process the web page had a high impact into
the community and also out of it, the interaction with comments amounts of likes to the
page and the interest to be more involved with the community demonstrate that the web
page called the attention not just of the students but also citizens into the indigenous
communities.
It is necessary to say that among the comments there was a comment suggesting more
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specific information about the symbols and also that we received a comment from an
indigenous researcher encouraging us to learn more about the other communities. This
success was also noticed because the other four Muisca’s communities (Sesquile, Chia ,
Bosa and Suba) were very interested in also receive the material and add the students to the
page.
Discussion
In discussion we are going to talk about the theories that emerge from the patterns in the
matrixes above. The first pattern taken from the assessment matrix is about the relationship
between significant- signifier in which Saussure who is one the main exponents says that
the communication systems are conformed by graphic symbols such as traffic signs,
gestural signs and so on, the contrary happens with the language because it is conformed by
signs that we emit in an oral or written way which could come up to be significant to
reference a specific signifier that is the mental content that we associate according to our
experience (Saussure, 1913)
Taking into account this premise it was reflected in the students that recognize visually a
symbol help them to link the symbol (the significant) with the meaning (signifier) it fits to
say that in this culture the signifier is not just a mental image of the significant but it also
has a spiritual connotation; what had made harder to the students its learning, that is why
the GIF implementation was useful in the community, because it gave account of the
linguistic sign for instance (chiminigagua) and at the same time little by little it was giving
to the student the mental content to understand what was it , in this way the students got the
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information and could linked their previous knowledge with the new ones in order to
achieve the spiritual comprehension.
the second theory is related to appropriation of indigenous culture , in our case the Muisca’s
one, according to Natalia Alvarez the indigenous cultural appropriation must be understood
from the quotidian experiences of each culture, the appropriation of indigenous knowledge
is meaningful in the measure in which the natives should access to their own knowledge
through the reading of the Earth's mother , also the appropriation is the process of give
significance to everything that belongs them. (Alvarez,2007)
According to the premise it is important to say that this pattern is important to the Muisca’s
community because they are talking about a rebirth process in which they are trying to
recover their customs, language and ancestral spirituality taking into account the world out
of the Cabildo , they are thinking in their students as members of the Muisca’s community
and teaching them all about the main features that the Muiscas have.
Finally to talk about the last theory it is relevant to say that this one makes part of the
problem solution carried out in the community, this pattern was called Remembrance and
according to Antonio Ignacio, know and discover is not more than a memory in which if
the soul knows and object it may returns to the remembrance that responds to an inherent
need to the temporal becoming. (Medina,)
According to the previous definition to remind something it is not important just to have the
concept in mind, it is also very important to feel and link that object or in the research case
the symbol to our own experiences and feelings, it means make it important to us, it is not
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about how long you studied or how hard you work to discover something, it is about make
it significant to our feelings and purposes.

Conclusions
Going through the research process, this work comes up to the following conclusions that
answer our two main objectives Describe the way to find out if the source is worthy
pertinent as a tool to reinforce the learned in Muisca’s simbology classes and Determine if
Facebook wall source is appealing enough to work with this specific context.
First one is that the source was worthy pertinent as a tool into the community because
thanks to the guiding of the governor, the active participation of students and the
disposition to make a good job, it achieved to be watched and used at classes as a didactic
tool to teach and also to practice at home, the easy finding of these GIF allowed to the
students to be in touch with the topics seen at the classes and also with the community , it
means this tool was not just a feedback material to the students , but also a motivator to still
attending to the classes and in this way advance in their content .
Secondly we noticed that the Facebook wall “Simbologia Muisca” was the adequate web
page to work with, because all the students had the opportunity to access to it and also
because they were connected most of their free time on Facebook, moreover, here fits to
say that the uploaded GIF gave no space to the students to reject their reproductions what
made that the students watch them frequently and remind the topics of the class.
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Finally, we it could be said that students achieved a meaningful learning thanks to the
graphic representation that made them associate image – concept or in this case meaning
and by the way relate this to the real Muisca’s life style, also because the GIF generated a
highly remembrance of topics, meanings and ways to draw them in the students.
Taking into account the previous conclusions it is notary how the uploaded GIF on the
Facebook wall got adapted to the community in a comfortable way, what made of this
strategy and research a success one to work with a specific context and what take us to
think that it empowered the community to still thinking in future new strategies.
To summarize it must be said that this research implementation helped to foster the
meaningful learning at the Cabildo by giving them a graphic aid as a tool to have a
feedback material of which students could take off the information they need to review at
home or during the week days.
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